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Voice Activated Devices?

 Amazon alone sold 100M smart 
speakers equipped with voice 
assistants

 Assistants can be integrated into any 
device, e.g., TV, Car, Freezer

 Smart cameras reacting to audio, 
e.g. start recording

 Smart security systems warning the 
user of dog barking or glass 
shattering sounds

Welcome

360 Hub

Echo Dot



Ecosystem of Voice Assistants

Hi, Voice
(Huawei)

Cortana
(Microsoft)

Alexa
(Amazon)

Bixby
(Samsung)

Siri
(Apple)

Google Assistant
(Google)



Do devices only record when needed?





Wake Words?

Voice Assistant Conversation

Alexa
Echo
Computer
Amazon

???
???
???
???

Are there other words voice assistants react to?

Known Wake-Words Unknown Wake-Words

Did he call 
me?



Wake Words!

...

ADABEL 6 Phonemes

…

GRAPHIC 6 Phonemes

…

TRACHEA 6 Phonemes

…

ALEXA – 6 Phonemes

Dictionary

Standard Wake-Word

Text to Speech

1. Search for words with
similar phoneme count

2. Convert words
to audio

3. Play audio to voice assistant
Voice Assistant

4. Model mistakenly
recognizes word as
wake-word

Wake-word 

detector

4. Assistant erroneously starts recording

Conversation

Cloud

LETTER
GRAPHIC
LECTERN
HYPER

Unknown Wake-Words



Why does this happen?

• Voice assistants should be able to activate by 
everyone regardless of their accent (usability > 
privacy)

• Wake-word detector is trained using labelled 
data, which can be erroneous (wrong training 
data)

• Features of two different sounding words can 
be similar (feature extraction)

əˈlɛksə æ'lɛksə

Alexa
? ?

Echo Dot



Threat model for our Spy Detector

• Benign IoT devices streaming audio to 
the cloud in response to a wake-word 
(e.g., Alexa Smart Speaker)

• “Hidden” or unknown voice assistants 
incorporated into commodity hardware 
(e.g., Alexa in a TV)

• Voice assistants also reacting to 
different wake-words as the one they 
are intended to

Alex
Did he say 

Alexa?

Echo Dot



LeakyPick Capabilities

• Identify which devices incorporate a 
voice assistant reacting to audio

• Identify to which wake-words a voice 
assistant reacts to by utilizing audio 
fuzzing

• Detect when a device sends audio to 
the cloud and warn the user of a 
possible attack or misrecognized wake-
word Alexa?Google Assistant?



Challenges

How can we …

… detect a device reacting to audio if the traffic is 
encrypted?

… detect reaction to audio in all sorts of previously 
unseen devices?



Leaky Pick

Presence

Welcome

360 HubNest Protect

Google Home

Home Pod

Echo Dot

Internet

Leaky Pick Device

1. Record statistics from
idle traffic using meta data

2. Audibly probe devices using
known and possible wake-words

3. If a device reacts to the word it starts
streaming audio to the cloud changing
its traffic pattern which will be detected
using the t-test

4. LeakyPick can then inform the
user that this device is
reacting to audio



t-test on traffic

Idle traffic of devices

Leaky Pick Device

Extract features (size, time)
over time 

Devices changes
network behavior
when probed

Compare time series
using t-test

Warn the user



Evaluation

• Evaluated on multiple variants of Alexa Smart Speaker, Netatmo, Google Home, Siri 
Home Pod, Nest and Hive devices.

• Identified 89 words that could unknowingly trigger an Amazon Echo Dot to transmit 
audio to the cloud

• Accuracy of 94% in detecting audio transmissions from eight different devices 
equipped with microphones without any a priori training

Leaky Pick Device


